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BizTalk 2013 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2013

	BizTalk 2013 Recipes provides ready-made solutions to BizTalk Server 2013 developers. The recipes in the book save you the effort of developing your own solutions to common problems that have been solved many times over. The solutions demonstrate sound practice, the result of hard-earned wisdom by those who have gone before.
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International Project ManagementAcademic Press, 2002
International Project Management provides specific guidelines for achieving greater project success. It is the result of 15 years of work on international projects by the authors across various project areas and industries. The authors address a need for modern techniques in project management geared and suited to international...
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The Complete Guide to Day Trading: A Practical Manual From a Professional Day Trading CoachBookSurge Publishing, 2008

	Do you want to be a day trader?


	Every day, millions of dollars change hands in the markets, presenting the perfect opportunity for people just like you to make significant money and profits through the art of day trading.


	But here's the question: is day trading right for you? And, if it is, how do you get...
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The Trend Following Bible: How Professional Traders Compound Wealth and Manage RiskJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A proven approach to trading success based on the best commodity trading advisors


	Profiting from long-term trends is the most common path to success for traders. The challenge is recognizing the emergence of a trend and determining where to enter and exit the market. The Trend Following Bible shows individual traders...
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North Korea: The Struggle Against American PowerPluto Press, 2005

	George W. Bush's infamous remark about the 'Axis of Evil' brought North Korea dramatically back into the international spotlight. During the late 1990s relations between North Korea and the US and its allies were on the mend. However, the election of George W. Bush resulted in renewed crisis. The nuclear accord between the two...
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Advances in Agent-Based Complex Automated Negotiations (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009
Complex Automated Negotiations have been widely studied and are becoming an important, emerging area in the field of Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems. In general, automated negotiations can be complex, since there are a lot of factors that characterize such negotiations. These factors include the number of issues, dependency between...
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BizTalk 2013 EDI for Supply Chain Management: Working with Invoices, Purchase Orders and Related Document TypesApress, 2013

	Building a successful supply chain processing EDI implementation in BizTalk Server can be complex. Decisions must be made around how to extract and publish data, how to map to the various EDI standards, and how to appropriately batch and deliver data. If architected properly, your BizTalk solution can be highly efficient, simple, and...
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Handbook on Information Technology in Finance (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2008
This Handbook contains surveys of state-of-the-art concepts, systems, applications, best practices as well as contemporary research in the intersection between IT and finance. Included are recent trends and challenges, IT systems and architectures in finance, essential developments and case studies on management information systems, service...
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Electronic Commerce: Theory and Practice (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
Electronic Commerce technologies have been studied widely in the field of Economics and Informatics. In recent years, there are multiple aspects of researches in electronic commerce including supply chain model, Internet auctions, Internet volume discounts, electronic bank and stock trading, and several others. The increase of Electronic Commerce...
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Deep Learning: Practical Neural Networks with JavaPackt Publishing, 2017

	Build and run intelligent applications by leveraging key Java machine learning libraries


	About This Book

	
		Develop a sound strategy to solve predictive modelling problems using the most popular machine learning Java libraries.
	
		Explore a broad variety of data processing, machine learning,...
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Electrical Engineer's Reference Book, Sixteenth EditionNewnes, 2002

	For ease of use, this edition has been divided into the following subject sections: general principles; materials and processes; control, power electronics and drives; environment; power generation; transmission and distribution; power systems; sectors of electricity use.

	

	New chapters and major revisions include: industrial...
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The Customer RulesProfile Books Ltd, 2013

	At a recent family gathering in my home, the grown-ups were trading stories about companies that

	provide good customer service and those that don't. Out of curiosity, I asked my then twelve-year-old

	granddaughter, Margot, what she thought were the most important rules for great service. Without a

	moment's hesitation, she...
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